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“Program” etc in the ENIAC project:

1943:

1943:

1944:

In an extension of its informal meaning (concert programs etc), it refers to the selection 
and ordering of events, here computational operations of various sorts. 



Ambiguous hints of the modern use of “program” –  “program of operations”, or coded 
instructions?
Herman Goldstine, Sep 2, 1944:

Herman Goldstine, Oct 3, 1945:

Goldstine and von Neumann, 1946:



The 1947 Planning and Coding reports retreat a bit from the noun “program”.
“Coding” appears to be a subtask of “programming”:

and “program” is used in its traditional, informal sense:

In the three reports, “program” only seems to be used once to mean “code”:

– but this is immediately undercut by the text:



Coding is a kind of translation:

But it’s more complicated than this:
- Transfers of control, loops, and conditional branching break up the “linear 

scanning of the coded sequence”
- Program execution can actually change the coded sequence of orders



Block Diagrams:

Goldstine and von Neumann, Draft report (1946)



Part of the block diagram of ENIAC’s accumulators:

Blocks hide complexity and directed lines show connections



A block diagram is a picture of a routine in memory.

The blocks correspond to areas of physical memory:
- Storage boxes correspond to number-words.
- Control boxes – substitution, arithmetic, conditions – correspond to sequences of 

order-words.
The directed line segments indicate the possible paths that control can take.



After coding, we have:

What’s the “program”? All this? Or just the order words in locations 1–10? The 
orders in their initial form, or their evolving contents, however expressed?

Obviously, the initial contents of words 1 – 17+2N are important: they mark the 
endpoint of human labour (ideally), where agency passes from coder to machine.



What do the block diagrams buy us?

On a superficial level, a nice visual representation of the program.

But the real problem is change: as a routine executes, both data and 
instructions will, in general, be modified.

Block diagrams are an attempt to extend mathematical language to express the 
kinds of changes that take place when a program is running.



The logico-mathematical notation of substitution is used to express change.

Simple loops controlled by a “inductive variable”  are the test case.

 

The substitution box stands for the actual code that updates the value of any 
storage locations that depend on n.

But this is not reflected in the storage boxes. And note that the third box can’t 
read “1’ f(n+1)” because it would then be inconsistent with the second one 
when the loop iterates.

Also, the relationship between the first two storage boxes is not clear.



To “reconcile the storage boxes”, substitution is (in the 1947 notation, now called 
“flow diagrams”) promoted to be a purely symbolic operation.

Substitution boxes no longer stand for code. Flow diagrams coordinate the two 
separate languages – mathematics and code – in one notation.

The assertion box “reconciles” the loop variable  with the parameter .

 



Why change the terminology from “block diagram” to “flow diagram”?

Block diagrams are straight-forward abstract representations of something 
physical – electronic circuits or coded words in memory. The new notation is more 
complex.

The metaphor of “flow” already has some currency in ENIAC circles:



Assertion boxes were defined rather late on, to help “model change”.

February/March 1947 correspondence between Goldstine and von Neumann.

Problem: how to document the result of a loop that calculates a square root 
iteratively?



Goldstine had suggested a substitution box:

Von Neumann pointed out that 
substitution should be used to 
introduce new values for the 
“bound variable” of a loop:



But the following day, 
von Neumann writes 
again:

In the published report, 
the assertion box is 
used like this:



By way of conclusions:

1. Circa 1946, the word “program” had some limited currency to refer to coded 
symbols (on paper? in memory?).

2. But what’s its referent? The code changes as the program runs, so what the coder 
produces is just the starting point, not a fixed text controlling the computer.

3. For Goldstine and von Neumann, the problem was how to find this initial code 
(order and number words).

4. Flow diagrams define the sequence of operations that the machine will perform. If 
anything deserves to be called a program here, it’s the flow diagram (eg Fig 8.3).

5. Given a flow diagram, it’s meant to be easy to write the (initial) code.

6. Flow diagrams encompass both mathematical language and code. If they are 
boundary objects, the boundary runs right through the heart of the notation.
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